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fntroduction 

qhe Competition iaw Committee E?the Committee?F of the City of iondon iaw pociety E?Ciip?F 
welcomes the provision by the lcq of guidance on the application of competition law to land 
agreements following the revocation of the iand Agreements bxclusion lrderN and is pleased to 
have the opportunity to comment on the draft guidanceK 

qhe Committee is made up of solicitors specialising in rh and br competition law in a number of 
law firms based in the City of iondonI who advise and act for rh and international businessesI 
financial institutions and regulatory and governmental bodies on competition law mattersK   

fn view of the importance of the guidance to the propertyI and related financeI sectorsOI the 
Committee formed a goint torking marty to consider and comment on the draft guidance which 
includes three real estate practitionersP Etwo of whom sit on the Ciip iand iaw CommitteeF 
whose input and assistance has been extremely valuableK   

lur principal comments are set out in the response to question N of the nuestions for 
Consultation posed in the consultation paperK  te then respond more specifically to questions O 
and PK 

N nuestion N 

fs this guidance sufficiently clear to assist you in understanding how the law on 
anticompetitive agreements applies to land agreements in the rh? fs the format easy to 
follow? ff notI what improvements do you suggest we make? 

deneral Comments 

                                                                                                                                                               
N  qhe Competition Act NVVU Eiand Agreements bxclusion and oevocationF lrder OMMQK 
O  cor the purposes of this submission we include the related property finance sector within the definition of ?property 
 sector?K 
P jark eeighton ECjp Cameron jchennaFI Anthony gudge Eqravers pmithF and jark oeesJgones EClifford ChanceFK  
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mractical guidance 

NKNK lur view is thatI as drawnI the draft guidance is not sufficiently clear or practical for its 
intended target audience Enamely real estate practitionersI property companiesI investors 
in real estate and occupiersFI and it would benefit from quite radical reJordering J in 
particularI to give increased prominence to some of the helpful comments and examples 
which are currently somewhat buried in the textK  By way of exampleW J   

EiF the guidance statesQ that the lcq expects that only a minority of restrictions will 
be anticompetitiveK  By extensionI this recognises that a small minority of land 
agreements will be anticompetitiveK  qhe Committee is of the view that the 
guidance should clearly stateI at the outsetI that the lcq expects the vast 
majority of land agreements to be nonJproblematic and explain the key factors 
that will indicate to real estate lawyers and their clients when there may be a 
need to seek expert competition advice; 

EiiF the Committee welcomes the examples on pages QO et seq. of the draft 
guidanceI which are helpful practical illustrations of how Chapter f of the 
Competition Act NVVU E?Chapter f?F will apply to land agreementsK  te would 
suggestI howeverI that these Eand additional examplesF appear early on in the 
main body of the guidance and are also used to illustrate more clearly how to 
approach individual aspects of the analysisI such as market definitionRK  

fmpact of the revocation 

NKOK te are concerned that the full impact of the revocation of the iand Agreements 
bxclusion lrder Ein particular on existing agreements which may contain problematic 
provisionsFI and the fact that the revocation takes effect in under Q monthsD timeI have not 
yet been appreciated by the property sectorK  qhe Committee is aware that there are 
substantial concerns thatW  

EiF the revocation will lead to significant uncertainty regarding the enforceability Eor 
otherwiseF of land agreements Epending the actual practical impact of the 
revocationFI and this could have a chilling effect on new transactions in the 
property sector; and  

EiiF it is simply not practicable for the property sector to review all existing land 
agreements J in some casesI these may have been entered into decades agoK  

NKPK qhe Committee appreciates that the lcq has been given a tight time frame within which 
to publish its guidanceK  eoweverI given the limited time available before the revocation 
takes effectI we would urge the lcq to prioritise issuing finalised guidance as soon as 
possible following expiry of the consultation periodK  

NKQK thilst the Committee recognises that this is not the lcqDs responsibilityI the Committee 
notes that there is inconsistency between the transitional arrangements for the revocation 
of the iand Agreement bxclusion lrder and those in the droceries jarket fnvestigation 
EControlled iandF lrder OMNM E?the Controlled iand lrder?F; with the latterI for exampleI 

                                                                                                                                                               
Q  ln pages NP and OQK 
R  pee further the responses to questions O and PK 
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allowing ?exclusivity arrangements? entered into by large grocery retailers to be 
enforceable for a period of five yearsK  qhe short transitional period before the revocation 
of the iand Agreements bxclusion lrder has therefore placed land agreements that are 
outside the scope of the Controlled iand lrder in a worse position than those covered by 
itK 

NKRK qhe Committee would suggest that the lcq considers discussing with Bfp whetherI in 
light of the potential impact of the revocation on property transactions and the related 
finance sectorI Bfp would be prepared to consider introducing a rh block exemption 
regulation for land agreements – for exampleI to extend the transitional period before the 
revocation takes effect andLor identify ?safe harbours? for certain restrictions in existing 
and future agreements Esuch as a ?safe harbour? duration for exclusivity arrangements 
where specified market share thresholds are satisfiedFK  qhe Committee has also 
approached Bfp with a view to discussing thisK 

Additional duidance 

NKSK qhe Committee would also welcome further guidance in the following areasW 

deographic Market aefinition 

NKTK §QKNO dealing with the techniques used to determine the geographic scope of a market 
does not provide sufficient detail on how to delineate local catchment areasK  ft would be 
helpful to have clear guidance on the radius EeKgK isochroneI postal areasI or iocal 
Authority iicensing AreasF to be used in different circumstances J if necessaryI divided 
into broad categories such as urban indoor shopping mallsI urban outdoor shopping 
areasI outJofJtown indoor shopping mallsI outJofJtown outdoor shopping areasI factory 
outlet villages and slightly more unusual developmentsLlocations where there may be 
significant retail and leisure usesI such as railway stationsI airportsI and events venuesK 

NKUK qhe Committee would also welcome more detailed guidance on the practical application 
of the relevant methodologiesI in particularI in relation to identifying competing 
businesses within a specified catchment areaK  cor exampleI presumably a catchment 
area for a retail store in an urban indoor shopping mall would be likely to include 
competing shops that are located inside the shopping mallI as well as those located 
outside the shopping mallI provided they are within the relevant isochrone? 

qenant Mix/rse Clauses 

NKVK §SKU states that the attractiveness of a shopping centre to consumers on an ongoing 
basis may depend on its containing a mix of different types of retailer and that such a mix 
could be achieved through lease covenants imposed by the landlord restricting the way 
each retail unit may be used by the tenantK  eowever the guidance does not give 
sufficient explanationS of the circumstances in whichI and whyI the lcq considers this 
kind of restriction is likely to amount to an appreciable restriction of competition in the first 
place Ein particular where it is not coupled with an exclusivity arrangementF J for exampleI 
where a landlord is under an obligation to maintain the entiretyI or partI of a retail 
development as a high quality shopping mallK  qhe Committee considers that this kind of 

                                                                                                                                                               
S keither in section R on Appreciability nor in section S on Applying the bxemption CriteriaK 
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restriction would not generally restrict competition Eabsent clear evidence of an 
anticompetitive object being pursued by the landlordFK 

NKNMK qhe Committee is also of the view that the guidance should explain whether andI if soI in 
what circumstancesI the lcq considers a lease restriction imposed on a tenant regarding 
the use of land Eit being very rare for such a restriction not to be includedF can amount to 
a restriction of competition in breach of the Chapter f prohibitionTK 

fndispensability of bxclusivity Arrangements / oestrictive Covenants 

NKNNK qhe Committee would welcome further guidance on what would normally be permissible 
by way of the scopeI and durationI of certain restrictionsK  that follows relates to 
exclusivity arrangementsI by way of illustrationI as the Committee regards this as a key 
areaI but similar guidance would be appreciated in relation to other restrictionsK 

bxclusivity Arrangements 

NKNOK qhe guidance does not illustrate howI having concluded that an exclusivity arrangement 
appreciably restricts competition in breach of the Chapter f prohibitionI the question of 
indispensability is to be assessed in the context of the scope of the restrictionI both in 
terms of the activities covered and its geographic rangeK  cor exampleI  

EiF in what circumstances would it be more Eor lessF indispensable for an exclusivity 
arrangement to identify an exhaustive list of retailers to whom a shopping mall 
landlord is restricted from leasing rather than a generalI but possibly widerI 
description of the excluded activities?  

EiiF when could an exclusivity arrangement relating to a certain proportion of the 
relevant geographic market Erather than the entire marketF be indispensable?  cor 
exampleI where an exclusivity arrangement applies to two thirds of a retail storeDs 
catchment area in an urban indoor shopping mallK 

EiiiF how would these factors interrelate with an assessment of the indispensability of 
the duration of the restriction?  

NKNPK §§SKNP to SKNR refer to the duration of a restriction being ?no longer than necessary to 
achieve the benefits identified?; explain that shorter periods are more likely to be 
considered indispensable; and give the example of a period of exclusivity possibly being 
indispensable where the viability of a proposed new shopping centre depends on 
securing the commitment of a largeI high profileI retailer to act as an Danchor tenantDI 
where the period is limited to the period ?necessary to give investors sufficient certainty 
that the shopping centre and department store will be commercially viable?K 

NKNQK As outlined in §NKR of this submissionI the Committee would welcome the introduction of 
a ?safe harbour? duration for exclusivity arrangementsK  eoweverI if that is considered 
impracticalI the Committee would welcome an explanation of the circumstances when it 
may Eor may notF be appropriate for an exclusivity arrangement to be imposed for a 
period of up to five yearsI or in certain cases for a longer period Ewhere objectively 
justifiableFEsee also §OKP of this submissionFK  cor exampleI the guidance could refer to 

                                                                                                                                                               
T           qhe Chapter f prohibition is set out in section O of the Competition Act NVVUK 
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the following considerations when considering the permissible duration of an exclusivity 
arrangementUW  

EiF qhe buropean CommissionDs sertical Agreements Block bxemption oegulationV 
and duidelines on sertical oestraintsNMI which permit periods of exclusivity of up 
to five years in vertical agreements between undertakings where the relevant 
market share thresholds are not exceeded; 

EiiF qhe Controlled iand lrder whichI as explained aboveI allows exclusivity 
arrangements between large grocery retailers to be enforced for a period of up to 
five yearsK  thilst the Committee appreciates that the Controlled iand lrder 
applies specifically to the ?large grocery retailers? in the rhI it would be helpful to 
explainI in this guidanceI why the five year period was selected Enamely the 
average time needed for a large grocery store to reach maturity L the required 
return on investmentF and whether this would be a reasonable starting point for 
assessing a permissible period of exclusivity in other situations; 

EiiiF qhe position in the ketherlandsI where a national equivalent of the Chapter f 
prohibition has applied to land agreements for many years and the competition 
authorities take the view that exclusivity clauses in relation to shopping centres 
are exempt provided they are no longer in duration than six years from the start of 
the first tenancy in the shopping centreI but likely to be prohibited if longerK 

bxisting Agreements  

NKNRK thilst the unenforceability of restrictions in existing agreements which will now fall within 
Chapter f Eand the impact of this on the agreements as a wholeF will be problematic for 
contracting partiesI businesses will be particularly concerned about the potential for 
substantial fines being imposed by the lcqK  Clear guidance on the lcqDs enforcement 
priorities would be particularly helpful to enable businesses to assess the magnitude of 
this risk with regard to existing agreementsK   

NKNSK qhe Committee is of the view that the guidance should clarify the position and provide 
thatI when applying its prioritisation principles andLor fining guidelinesI the lcq will take 
the following into accountW 

EiF existing land agreements that were valid at the time they were entered intoI  

EiiF the long term nature of such agreementsI  

EiiiF that such agreements may be difficult in practice to vary Esince the counterparty 
and potentially third parties such as funding banksI tenants and subJtenants 
would need to agree to any changeFI and 

EivF whether the party benefiting from the restriction has sought to enforce the relevant 
restriction subsequent to the revocation taking effectK 

                                                                                                                                                               
U  fn particularI in the specific context of indispensabilityK 
V  oegulation EbrF ko PPMLOMNM of OM April OMNM on the application of Article NMNEPF of the qreaty on the cunctioning of the 
 buropean rnion to categories of vertical agreements and concerted practicesK 
NM  OMNMLC NPMLMNK 
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peverability 

NKNTK lne of the principal reasons for introducing the iand Agreements bxclusion lrder in the 
first place was to address concerns from the property sector about the uncertainty which 
would arise Eif land agreements were not excluded from Chapter fF as to whetherI and 
whenI a land agreement might be valid and enforceableK  qhese key concerns are 
justifiably resurfacing in anticipation of the revocationK  lf particular concern is the 
concept of transient voidnessK  

NKNUK te areI thereforeI of the view that the lcq guidance should contain more detail on the 
principles of voidness and unenforceabilityI and of severabilityI that have been 
established under applicable br and rh jurisprudenceK  cor exampleI as a minimumI the 
guidance should clarify thatI in practiceI the lcq would expect most restrictions in land 
agreements that infringe Chapter f to be severable EdependingI of courseI on the precise 
wording of the contractFK 

NKNVK qhe Committee appreciates that the practical consequences of a land agreement being 
void and unenforceable are a matter of contract law which the lcqDs draft guidance does 
not seek to coverK  eoweverI given the significance of this potential issue to the property 
sectorI more detailed guidance regarding the practical effect of an agreement becoming 
transiently void would be helpfulI in particular regarding existing land agreements of the 
kind outlined above Esee §NKNS of this submissionFK  thilst the relevant restriction Eand 
the agreement itselfF might be void and unenforceable for the period during which it 
infringes Chapter fI what would be the effect of thisI for exampleI in relation to a restrictive 
covenant which was registered at ej iand oegistry?   

O nuestion O 

Are the worked examples in chapter U useful in helping you understand the application of 
the law on anticompetitive agreements? eow might they be improved? 

qhe worked examples are very helpfulK  te think that they might be improved as followsW J  

OKN bxample OK  qhe typical duration of a lease for a department store is ORLVV years rather 
than ten yearsK   

OKO ft would be helpful if the example identified the phop eere Centre as being a small indoor 
shopping mallI on the basis that exclusivity is more practicable and commercially 
justifiable at these kinds of developmentK  fn contrastI exclusivity is less practicable or 
commercially justifiable for larger indoor shopping mallsI and is therefore less common in 
practiceK 

OKP qhe Committee is also of the view that this example should provide an indication of a 
permissible duration for the exclusivity arrangement J for exampleI linking it to the time 
that is expected to be needed for the store to reach maturity EiKeK the point when its sales 
per week are projected to grow at a rate at or around inflationFK   

OKQ bxample QK  ft would be helpful if the example identified whetherI and whenI this type of 
restriction might be acceptable for a limited period of timeI for exampleI when the 
restriction is necessary to protect the value of a neighbouring site or to allow the seller to 
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benefit from an uplift in the value of the land if sold on for a different useNNK  fn this latter 
caseI a covenant is typically imposed restricting the use of the property andLor providing 
for a price adjustment if there is a change of use Eor planning is granted for a change of 
useFK  cor exampleI the value of land which can only be used for industrial purposes 
would be significantly less than that of land which could be used for residential purposesK   

OKR te are of the view that the example should also explain the practical effect of the 
restriction becoming transiently void and unenforceableI in particularI regarding the 
consequences for its registration at ej iand oegistryK 

P nuestion P 

Are there any specific areas in the scope of this document where you consider further 
guidance or examples would be useful? mlease explain which areasK 

PKN qhe Committee is of the view that the examples of the practical application of the 
guidance are one of the most helpful aspectsK  qhe guidance should include additional 
examples whichI together with the existing examplesI should be introduced throughout 
the main body of the document to illustrate how the various stages of the analysis are to 
be applied in practiceK   

PKO Attached as an Annex are suggested additional examples of EiF a development 
agreement between house buildersI EiiF an agreement to construct university 
accommodationI and EiiiF factory outlet leasesK    

PKP qhe Committee is of the view that additional examples should be includedI such as 
examples of the types of restrictions that may be imposed regarding facilities whereI for a 
period L certain periods of timeI there is a ?captive audience?K  cor exampleI airportsI 
theme parksI railway stations where there are a variety of retail and leisure operatorsK  fn 
relation to these facilities a land owner may well grant a period of exclusivity in leases of 
individual units to retailers andLor leisure operatorsK 

PKQ qhe Committee would welcome guidance regarding the practical peculiarities of the 
competition assessment associated with such ?captive audience? facilitiesK  cor exampleI 
in some cases Esuch as airportsF consumers are generally infrequent visitors and have 
access to a facility for a limited period of timeI but do not have the ability to leave the 
facility once they have passed beyond a certain point Eeg having satisfied certain security 
checksFK  qhese facilities are also generally located outJofJtown where limited alternative 
facilities may be available for all consumers visiting the facilityK  ft would be helpful to 
contrast this with examples of a more limited ?captive audience?I such as a railway 
stationI where there may be competing alternative retail andLor leisure outlets located 
nearbyI and where we would generally expect restrictions would need to be less onerous 
in order to justify exemption from the Chapter f prohibitionK  

PKR qhe Committee is also of the view that additional examples should be included 
demonstrating where the Chapter f prohibition has not been breached Efor exampleI 

                                                                                                                                                               
NN       qhis clause is sometimes called an ?antiJembarrassment? clauseK  eoweverI more frequently the term refers to clauses 

that are typically Ebut not exclusivelyF used in the context of sales of land by local authorities and insolvency 
practitioners to allow for a potential price adjustment upon a subsequent transfer by the purchaser within a specified 
periodI at a profitK 
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regarding restrictions on a landowner to preserve the retailLtenant mix in a shopping 
mallF; and an example of a network of local agreements that has an impact on 
competition in a national market 

Competition Committee of the City of iondon iaw pociety 
OO aecember OMNM 
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bxample N – aevelopment Agreement Between eouse Builders 
 

eomebuilder has a large development site in its land bankK 
  
eomebuilder only wants to develop part of the siteI and that over a periodK  qhis may be because 
eomebuilder does not have sufficient funding to develop the whole siteI or sufficient capacityI or 
because the market at present does not warrant such a large scheme EiKeK limited demandFK 
  
oather than keep the part of the site that eomebuilder is not ableI or does not wantI to develop 
eomebuilder divides the site into three parcelsW eomebuilder keeps one parcel for itself to develop; 
and invites offers for the other two parcels from other house buildersK 
  
ft imposes a number of restrictions on the two parcels of land that it proposes to sell Ewhich also apply 
reciprocally to the parcel retained by eomebuilderFK  qhese includeW 
 

· a maximum density of development per parcel – iKeK no more than xxz houses per acre; 
· a maximum number of houses per parcel;  
· minimum size of plot per house;  
· restrictions on the use of the parcels J eKgK only residential;  
· covenants relating to establishing and maintaining estate roads and servicesK  

 
kote for the lcqW qhe commercial reason for these covenants is to protect the remaining part that 
eomebuilder wants to develop itself J for example the planning permission for the whole site may limit 
the number of houses and eomebuilder wants to protect its shareK  pome covenants are to preserve 
the value of the houses that will be built by maintaining the character of the scheme etcK  tithout 
these sorts of covenants the scheme may not be developed but left in eomebuilderDs land bankK 
 

bxample O – Agreement To aevelop rniversity Accommodation 
 
bastshire rniversity owns a long leasehold interest in a large area of land located in the fringes of the 
city of bast that it wants to develop into modern university accommodation to house studentsK 
 
bastshire rniversity lacks the necessary capital to develop the area itselfI so grants a long lease of 
the entire area for a term of VV years to aeveloperI a specialist designerI manufacturer and installer of 
university accommodationK  rnder the terms of the lease aeveloper agrees to pay an upJfront sum 
and nominal rent to bastshire rniversityK   
 
aeveloper also agrees to construct student accommodation on the area provided thatI following 
constructionI aeveloper will grant a leaseJback to bastshire rniversity for the same term as the long 
lease Eless a nominal reversion of three daysF at a rent calculated by reference to the rent that is 
expected to be received by bastshire rniversity from students occupying the student accommodationK  
As part of the agreement bastshire rniversity undertakes not to construct Eeither itself or in a venture 
with another companyF student accommodation Eor more than a specified number of units of student 
accommodationF within an agreed radius of the accommodation constructed by aeveloper unless a 
demand test for the accommodation on bastshire rniversity campus is satisfiedK   
 
kote for the lcqW  fn practiceI agreements relating to university accommodation can be for a term of 
between PRJVV yearsK  qhe restriction ensures that there will remainI for the term of the leaseJbackI 



  

adequate demand for the accommodation constructed by aeveloperK  pince the profitability of the 
contract is dependent on a sufficient supply of studentsI it would not be economic for aeveloper to 
effect the project without the restrictionK   
 

bxample P – cactory lutlet ieases 
 

lutlet eoldcoI a specialist landlordI owns a factory outlet mall located in aesigner sillage in the rhK  
lutlet eoldco wants to grant retail property leases for a number of plots located at the mall in 
aesigner sillageI and wants to ensure that the mall operates as a branded factory outlet scheme 
selling premium goods at discounted prices that are cheaper than high street or other outJofJtown 
shopping centre pricesK   
 
lutlet eoldco enters into a suite of retail property leases pertaining to retail plots located at the mall 
with various retailers of designer brandsI including jarlborough phoes Ea wellJknown premium shoes 
retailerFI fmagine Ea highJend accessories retailerFI and tow Ean exclusive brand of ladies fashionFK  
qhe leases have a duration of NM years and contain the following restrictionsW 
 

· a restriction Eentitled ?exclusivity covenant?F on lutlet eoldco in favour of the luxury brand 
retailer not to lease other retail plots at the aesigner sillage outlet mall to a competing retailer; 

· a covenant by the retailer not to price its goods at the aesigner sillage outlet above a 
specified proportion of its average high street retail prices Eeg UMBF; 

· a covenant by the retailer not to operate a retail store at a competing factory outlet scheme 
within a specific radius of the aesigner sillage outlet mall Eeg RM milesFK  EkoteW although 
retailers are prevented from operating a retail store at competing factory outlet schemes 
within the specified radiusI the retailer is free to operate a retail store at nearby shopping 
centresI retail parksI high streetsI or other retail locationsKF   

  
kote for the lcqW the restrictions are all necessary in order to ensure that the scheme operates as a 
branded factory outlet schemeK  tithout the benefit of the restrictions on pricing and on occupation at 
competing schemesI the viability of the factory outlet scheme would be in doubt and the scheme may 
well never be built in the first placeK  qhe exclusivity covenant imposed on lutlet eoldco is necessary 
in order to attract suitable retail brands to the outlet schemeK  rnlike a shopping centre there is no one 
anchor tenant L a limited number of anchor tenants necessary to achieve viabilityK  ft is the 
combination of branded goods operators that is essential for the success of the factory outlet schemeK 
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